
Balance and Mindfulness: 3 Key Actions We Can Take 
1. Let Go of Perfect. 
Lowering standards, for ourselves and our child(ren). Holding on to letting go in any one moment. Accepting 
our limitations/imperfections means we are able to be with them on a different level as we model powerful 
self-love and acceptance to our kids. (Discussion: Stress/praise/achievement . The Martha Stewart Affect. 
Saying NO to say YES to what is most important. Reclaiming the margins of our lives.)

Our job is to help our kids come to better know and love themselves, warts and all. To hold them at their 
highest and best; their gifts and their challenges. To be the “guide by the side” not the “sage on the stage”. 
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2. Consider with each interaction: “What message is my child concluding about themselves/the world?”

CORRECTIVE: scold, criticize, punish, time-out, raised voice
DIRECTIVE: boss, nag, remind, request, order.
Check yourself. Are you nagging? This is the number one parenting mistake. (per Dr. John Taylor) Limit these 
types of messages to less than 25% of your interactions. Work to make the corrective/directive messages you 
do use calm and polite requests verse angry/confrontational ones.

3. Take Your Love Off the Line: (Conditional verse unconditional love in action and word)

Children are concrete learners and largely sensory beings, determining what is “real” through what they see, 
hear, taste, smell, touch and feel. They learn not only from what we say but how we say it and our actions. They 
are scientists performing experiments to better understand how their world works, learning limits by testing 
them. If we can stay centered, connected to our breath, we can better avoid power struggles... teach and guide.

My child is misbehaving = My child is discouraged: When misbehaviors repeat, you are in a dance. See it as 
an invitation. Your child may be uninformed, seeking attention, testing boundaries, tired, hungry, off schedule, 
scared, etc. Allow them their emotions. Be loving and consistent in the face of misbehavior by placing clear, 
firm and respectful limits in place. Default to the rule, ritual, life etc. 

See misbehavior for what it is: Put creative problem solving + clear, firm and respectful limits in place. 
In any area repeatedly causing stress, create a positive ritual. Involve them in the creation. (Example)

Send clear verbal message: Say what you WANT not what you don’t want.: “All done.” “Stop.” “Put that down 
please.” “We draw on paper.” Remembering it is the behavior not the child you are managing/correcting.

Avoid setting them up to fail: Often we create what we don’t want/what we fear: “I don’t want to see you being 
bossy/disrespectful/ungrateful.”  “Don’t be so clingy/needy.” “Please don’t whine when we need to leave.” 
- Use clear physical messages: Remove child from play/interaction. Sit them on your lap. Breathe. Remove the 
toy causing a conflict to a timeout/etc. Talk calmy to two children in the middle of a disagreement. No sides...  
- Negative attention to misbehavior usually increases it, as can getting overly emotional/ overly verbal.

Reinforce desired behavior: Often no words are needed. (Example: tooth brushing, getting dressed, etc)
- Replace the behavior: Role model/actively co-play with child/toys/others modeling what you are teaching. 
- Distraction can be helpful in pulling child into behaviors you ARE wanting. Be creative! Extra points for silly.
-Give encouraging messages rewarding the behavior: “How nice you are sharing. “You are holding the kitty so 
gently”, “You worked hard on that picture.” “Did you have fun making that?” “I love to watch you play.” etc.

When _________________ Then ___________________. Different than bribing (if _______ then _____.)
Do more. Be more. Talk less.  We are in a creative partnership with our children. We are a team.
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